This paper considers the parametric decay of an electromagnetic wave incident on a weaklyinhomogeneous magnetised plasma into a Langmuir wave and an ion-acoustic wave. The Vlasov model is used in order to calculate the low-frequency electron-density perturbation produced by the beating of the side-band modes with the pump wave. The results show that the threshold value of the pump wave to undergo a decay instability drops in the presence of an inhomogeneity in the plasma.
Introduction
The parametric interaction of an intense coherent electromagnetic wave with collective modes in a plasma was investigated in detail by Drake et al. (1974) [1] in an attempt to provide an interpretation of observed phenomena in laser-produced plasmas and plasma-heating experiments. One of the consequences of the interaction of an incident (pump) electromagnetic wave with a plasma is the parametric excitation of two plasma waves. If the latter are both purely electrostatic, they are eventually absorbed in the plasma and this decay process then leads to enhanced (or anomalous) absorption of the incident electromagnetic wave. If one of the excited plasma waves is electromagnetic, it can escape from the plasma and show up as enhanced (or stimulated) scattering of the incident electromagnetic wave.
Experiments of Stamper et al. (1971) [2] showed that intense spontaneously-generated magnetic fields are present in laser-produced plasmas. These magnetic fields are usually strong enough to modify the spectrum of electrostatic modes in the plasma but not strong enough to influence the characteristics of propagation of the incident and the scattered electromagnetic modes. Further, all real plasmas are inhomogeneous, and in such plasmas the incident electromagnetic wave may get scattered off a low-frequency electrostatic drift wave. Therefore, Yu et al. (1974) [3] and Bujarbarua et al. (1976) [4] considered stimulated scattering of the incident electromagnetic wave off the drift-Alfven waves in an inhomogeneous magnetised plasma. The purpose of this paper is to consider cases wherein the plasma is weakly inhomogeneous and the incident electromagnetic wave decays instead into a Langmuir wave and an ion-acoustic wave to a first approximation.
Parametric Interaction of an Incident Electromagnetic Wave with Collective Modes in the Plasma
Consider a weakly-inhomogeneous plasma with a uniform background magnetic field Bo -Bo iz • The density gradient in the plasma is chosen along the a;-axis. A large-amplitude, plane-polarised electromagnetic pump wave
is incident on the plasma. The equilibrium state is comprised of electrons oscillating with high velocity in the incident electric field Eo, with the ions remaining stationary and making up a neutralising background.
Let us perturb this equilibrium and study the time development of these perturbations using the linearised Vlasov-Maxwell equations. Consider a perturbation in the form of an electrostatic wave with frequency co and wave number k. This perturbation produces side-band modes at co± = (o ± coo, k± = k ^ ko, 0340-4811 / 82 / 0100-0097 $ 01.00/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
for which one has
where JT is the current densit} 7 , e the dielectricresponse function, and
From the equation of motion of electrons, one obtains for coo/coPe 1 (or if coo/coPe is arbitrary, but&Aüe^ 1), and co/coo 1 (here ft>pe = 4nnoe 2 lme, AD = I r Te/ft>pe> ^o being the number density of electrons in the unperturbed state, we the mass of an electron and l\e the electron thermal speed),
where dne is the perturbation in the number density of electrons.
Using (2), eq. (1) gives upon inversion,
where D± = kr±c 2 -co 2 ± e±, 2 2 i j 2 9 ft>0 = M Ve + k Q C • In order to calculate the low-frequency electrondensity perturbation dne (k, co) produced by the beating of the sideband modes with the pump wave, Yu et al. (1974) and Bujarbarua et al. (1976) 
2 raeft>f. 2V(E|) = -V<F,
where
E+). meco£
Note from Eq. (7) that the ponderomotive force on the ions is smaller than that on the electrons by the mass ratio and is therefore negligible.
Using Eq. (7), the linearised drift kinetic equation (which is obtained by averaging the Vlasov equation over the gyro-radius) becomes and Fie is the thermal speed of electrons. Similarly, one has for the ions
Using (9) 
X (E0+-E-+ E0--E+)
From (3) and (15), one obtains the dispersion relation 1 1 
(15)
VQ = eEolmecoo.
Note that (16) describes the parametric coupling of a low-frequency electrostatic mode (k, co) and two side bands (k±, co±).
Decay Instability of the Incident Electromagnetic Wave
Consider a pump wave with coo ^ cope • Then the high-frequency side bands are predominantly electrostatic (Drake et al., 1974) , and so (16) 
where Ql = (k'Vo)*(olJ4kCs(oVe.
From (25), the threshold value for the pump wave to undergo a parametric decay into a Langmuir wave and an ion-acoustic wave is given by coe kC* 1 -COi
(26) shows that the threshold value of the pump wave to undergo a decay instability drops in the presence of an inhomogeneity in the plasma.
